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Pursuant to Section 5c(c)(1) of the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended ("Act"), and 
§40.6(a) of the rcgulationsprot11ulgated by the Commodity Futllres Trading Commission 
(flCFTC fl ) under the Act, CBOE Futures Exchange, LLC ("eFE" or "Exchange") hereby submits 
an amendment ("Amendment") to the rules and terms and conditions for CPE's CROE S&P sao 
Twelve-Month Variance futures contract. 

Specifically, the AmendmGflt: (1) changes how realized variance is calculated for this 
product by using the closing value of the S&P 500 Composite Stock Price Index (flS&P 500") on 
the first day of the time period covered by the specific contract month illstead of using tbe Special 
Opening Quotation (flSOQ") of the S&P 500 on the first day of the time period covered by the 
contract month, (2) permits the Exchange to list contract months that correspond to the listed 
contract months for S&P 500 options that trade 011 Chicago Board Options Exchange, 
Incorporated (ffCBOEff ), (3) permits the Exchange to list contracts of varying durations from the 
time of listing, (4) permits Exchange of Contract for Related Position transactions in the prQduct, 
(5) changes the base allocation method from price-time priority to pro rata priority, (6) changes 
the name of the product from the CROE S&P sao Twelve-Month Variance futures contract to the 
CBOE S&P 500 Variance futures contract, and (7) makes other technical changes, 

There are currently no outstanding contract months listed for the CBOE S&P 500 
Twelve-Month Variance futures contract. The changes provided for under the Amendment will 
be applicable to all contrac1 months listed 011 or after June 14,201 L 

The Amendment will become effective on June 14,2011. 

CFE is nol aware of any substantive opposing views to the Amendment. CFE hereby 
certifies that the Amendment complies with the Act and the regulations thereunder. 

400 South LaSalle Street Chicago, Illinois 60605-1023 www.cboo.com 
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The Amendment is marked to show additions in underlined text and deletions in 
[bracketed] text to the summary product specifications chart and the contract specification rule 
chapter fot' this product. 

Questions regarding this submission may be directed to Arthur Reinstein at (312) 786-
7570 or Jennifer Klebes at (312) 786-7466. Please reference our submission number CFE-20 11-
12 in any related correspondence. 

ec: Riva Adriance (CFTC) 
Philip Colling (CFTC) 
Thomas Leahy (CFTC) 
National Futures Association 
The Options Cle(lring COl'poration 

CBOE Futures Exchange, lLLC ')1/ 

(\ I Ilj ~ \ I.) 
tt J )i I \ ~·-dl ~ 

By: ___ r+-v-' \.tv \~,---

Andrew Lowenthal 
Managing Director 
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CONTRACT NAME: 

DESCRIPTION: 

Summary Product Specifications Chart for 
CEOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance Futures 

CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month} Variance Futures 
CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance [F]futures are 
exchange-traded futures contracts based on the realized 
vadance of the S&P 500 Composite Stock Price Index ("S&P 
500"). The final settlement value for the contract will be 
determined based on a standardized formula for calculating 
the [twelve-month] reaHzed varIance of the S&P 500 
measured from the time of initial listing until expiration ofihe 
contract. 

r-c--------------------.----~~~~----------__ --__ --------------~~---
CONTRACT SIZE: The coutract multiplier for the CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-

Month] Variance futures contract is $50 per variance point. 
For example, using a price quotption of 633.50 variance 
points, the contract size of one variance futures contract would 
be $31,675.00 (633.50 x $50). 

'TRADING HOURS: 8:30 a.m. - 3:15 p,m. Chic~Q.glo=______=__:li:.:::m:.::.e_=____, ----------1 

f-' __ r_R_A_D ___ IN.:..:G ___ P ___ L=:A--=--T::..::F ___ ' O __ R __ iV--=--' :'---__ -+-C ______ B--=-O--=Ec:..:d __ il--=--'e=__c' __ , ______ ~_ ~-------,---

CONTRACT MONTHS: [Up to six] The Exchange may list contract months [may bc 
listed for trading] on CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] 
Variance futures that correspond to the listed contract months 
for S&P 500 Index option~ listed on Chicago Board Options 
Exchange. Incorporated C'CBOEII). 

f-----------------------i----=~~~~~~~~~~~~---------- -------I 
[Futures - VA TrCKER SYMBOL: 
Indicative Values Provided for Contracts with Less Than 
One Year to Expiration: 
All March expirations: 
Realized variance indicator - RIK 
Implied variance indicator - IlK 
All June expirations: 
Realized variance indicator - RIU 
Implied variance indicator - lIU 
All September expirations: 
Realized variance indicator - RTJ 
Implied variance indicator - IT J 
All December expirations: 
Realized variance indicator - RZW 
Implied variance indicator - IZW] 

Futures - TBD 

Two indicative values will be provided fat each S&P 500 
Variance futures contract .listed: a realized variance indicator 
and an implied variance indicator. CFE will announcc 
symbols for these indicatiyc values prior to the initial listing of 
the contnict. 

r-----------------------~~~~~~~----------~----------------
The CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures PRICING QUOTATION: 
contract is qu6ted in terms of variance points. Variance points 

L---_________________ ~ ___ -'----='ar:...:e___=_de=__fic:..:I1c:..:1 c:...::d---=-as=--:.rc..:.-a=l=i z~9. vari ance 1\1 u Iti p lied by 1 0,000. For 
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,-------------,------------------------- ""~ 

example, Ii variance calculation of 0.06335 would have a 
corresponding price quotation in variance points of 633.50. 

!-,-,--P.:...R=..IC::.;"=..N:...::G,-C=.O.:::..:..cNV.:...E=' Nc...:.T::..;.I:..::O:..::N.:.:::S:..::! __ +T~he-=-::.:.fu::..:t.::.:ul:...:·e.:-s_ LP:..:rl=..ce:..:s:....:a:..:l'=-e =-st:..::a:.::.:te:..::d....:i.:.:.n :..::d:..:.ec::.:.i:.::.:m:.::.:a:..:'...:.fo.::.:lc...:.·n:.::.:1a:..:t=-., ______ "_ 
MINIMUM PnICE INTERVALS: 0.50 of one variance point (equal to $25 per contract). 

-~-~~~~~~~.:....:...~~~~~-~~'--'---~~~~~~--~ 

DOLLAR VALUE PER TICK: $25.00 per contract. 
TERMINATION OF TRADING: The close of trading on the day before the [fJEinal 

[s],S.ettlcmcnt [dlJ2ate. When the last trading day is a CFE 
holiday, the last trading day for expiring CBOE S&P 500 
[Twelve-Month] Variance futures contracts will be the 
business day immediately preceding the last regularly
scheduled trading day. 

FINAL SETTLEMENT DATE: The third Friday of the expiring 1110nth. If the third Friday of 
the expiring month is a erE holiday. the Final Settlemen! 
Date for the expiring contract shall bc t!tC eFE business day 

f-___________ t-=im~I~11~ed~i~at~e~lvkO~I~·e~ce~d~i~l1g~th;,;e~t~hl~·rd~F~ri~d~a,by,~-----:-_____ " __ " __ " ____ _I 

The [fJEinal [s],S.eulement [v]Value for CBOE S&P 500 
[Twelve Month] Variance futures contracts is based 011 a 

!FINAL SETTLEMENT VALUE: 

DELIVERY: 

standardized calculation of the realized variance for the S&P 
500. This calculation uses continuously compounded daily 
returns for [a twelve-month] the time period covered by th~ 
specific futures contract assuming a mean daily price return of 
zero. The calculated variance is then annualized assuming 252 
business days per year. The Final Settlement Value is thi~ 

annualized. calculated variance multiplied by 10.000. 

For purposes of calcula:ting the settlement value, the ltwelve
month] realized variance is calculated from a series of values 
of the S&P 500 beginning with the closing value ISpecial 
Opening Quotation ("S0Q")] of the S&P 500 on the initial 
listing date ofthe specific futures contract and ending with the 
S&P 500 Special Opening Quotation CSOQ~l on the Final 
Settlement Date of the specific futures contract. All other 
values in the series are closing values ofthc S&P 500. 

For example, the [f]Einal [s),S..ettlement [v]Yalue for a CBOE 
S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract first listed 
for trading on Mondav, March 21, 2011 and expiring on 
Friday, September 16. 2011 [15, 2006] would be calculated 
using the closing value of the S&P 500 [SOQ] on Monday. 
March 2 L 2011 [Friday, September 16, 2005], the closing 
values [prices] of the S&P 500 from Tuesdav. March 22, 2001 
[Monday, September 19, 2005] through Thursday, September 
15, 2011 [14, 2006] and the S&P 500 SOQ on Friday, 
September 16.201 I [15, 2006]. 
Settlement of CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance 
futures contracts will result in the delivery of a cash settlement 
amount on the business day immediately following the 
settlement date. The cash settlement amount on the [fJEinal 
[s).8.ettJement [dlQate shall bc the final mark to market amollnt 
against the final settlement price of the CBOES&P 500 
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r-----------------,-~_:____--___,_,_---:----.-,____------_:_:_ __ _:_-_:_-----
[Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract multiplied by 

POSITION LIMITS: 

MINIMUM REPORTABLE 

LEVEL: 

$50.00. 
eBOE S&P 500 Variance futures contracts are subject to 
position limits under Rule 412. 

A person may not own or control more than 5,000 contracts 
net long or net short in all eBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] 
Variance futures contracts combined. 

For the purposes of this rule. the positions of .1l1LI!ccounts 
directly or indirectlv owned or controlled by a person or 
persons. and the positions of all accounts of a person or 
persons acting pursuant to an expressed or implied agreemeq! 
or understanding shall be cumulated. 

The foregoing position limits shall not apply to positions that 
.are ,subject to a position limit exemption meeting the 
requirements ofCotnmission Regulations and efE Rules, 

-'--'--"-'-------j 
25 or more contracts. 

f-------------f---------------------------I 
VARIANCE FORMULA: Varia!lce is a statistical measure of the variability of price 

returns relative to an average (mean) price retUI11. For the 
purpose of eBOE S&I) 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance 
[F]futures contracts, [twclve-month] realized variance IS 

calculated using a standard formula that lIses continuously 
compounded daily S&P 500 i'eturns for [a twelve-month] the 
time period covered by the specific futures contract assuming 
a mean daily price return of zero, and is annualized assuming 
252 business days PCI' year. Thc term "daily retum" refers to a 
calculation that uses two reference values, an initial value (Pi) 
and a final value (Pi; 1), as formulated below. 

The initial value for the first daily return in the [twelve-month] 
time period covered by the specific futures contract is [the 
SOQ of the S&P 500 on the first day of the twelve-month 
period] the closing value of the S&P 500 on the initial listing 
date of the specific futures contract, and the final valuc for the 
first daily return is the closing value of the S&P 500 on the 
following trading day. The initial value for the last daily rcturn 
in the [twelve-month] covered period is the closing value of 
the S&P 500 Oil the trading day iml11cdiately prior to the 
If]Einal [sJ,S.ettlemenl [dlQatc and thc final value for the last 
daily return is the SOQ of the S&P 500 on the [flEinal 
[s],S.ettlement [dlQate. for alI other daily retul11s, the initial 
and final values ai'e the closing values of the S&P 500 on 
consecutive trading days. 
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...... _.- --------,---------------
FORMULA: 

Realized 
Variance 

Where: 

(

N -1! ) = 252 X tR: ;CN, -1) 

Ri = In(PI+IIPi) ~ Daily return of the S&P 500 from Pi to Pill 

Pi+ 1 - The final value of the S&P 500 usc<;l to calculate the 
daily return. 

Pi - The initial vallie of the S&P 500 used to calculate the 
daily return. 

Ne = Number of expected S&P 500 values needed to calculate 
daily returns during the [twelve-month] covered tim~ period. 
The total number of daily returns expected during the [twelve
month] covered time period is N" - 1. 

Nil = The actual number of S&P 500 values used to calculate 
daiJy retul'l1S during the [twelve-month] covered time period. 
Generally, the actual number of S&P 500 values will equal the 
expected number of S&P 500 values (represented by N c). 

However, if one or more "market disruption events" occurs 
during the [tWelve-month] coveted time period, the actual 
number of S&P 500 values witl be less than the expected 
number of S&P 500 values by an amount equal to the number 
of market disruption events that occurred during the [twelve
month] covered time period. The total number of actual daily 
returns during the [twelve-month] covered time period is Nu -
1. 

MARKE.T DISRUPTION EVENT: A "mmlet disruption event" with respect to the CBOE S&P 
500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract and as 
determined by CFE, means (i) the occurrence OJ' existence, on 
any trading day during the one-half hour period that ends at 
the Scheduled Close of Trading, of any sllspension of, or 
limitation imposed on, trading on the primary exchange(s) of 
the companies comprising the S&P 500 in one or 1110re 
securities that comprise 20 per cent 01' more of the level of the 
S&P 500; or (ii) if on any trading day the one or mote primary 
exchange(s) determines to change the Scheduled Close of 
Ttading by reducing the time for trading on such day, and 
either no public announcement of such reduction is made by 
such exchange or the public announcement of slich change is 
made less than one hOLlr prior to the Scheduled Close of 
Trading; or (iii) if on any trading day one or more primary 

_________ --'--'e-'-x-'-'cf:.:.:w-'n:;;;;)>.::.eCO::s.L) :.:.:fa-,i.:.::!s-,-,t:..::.o-,0:..L..:.e.:.:.n ~!.djf in the case of either (0 or (i i) 
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above, III the determination of CFE, such suspension, 
limitation, or reduction is deemed material. "Scheduled Close 
of Trading" means that time scheduled by each applicable 
exchange, as of the opening for trading in the applicable 
equity security, as the closing time for the trading of such 
equity security comprising the S&P 500 on the trading day, 

Generally, if CFE determines that a market disruption event 
has occurred on a trading day, then the value of the S&P 500 
on that day will be omitted from the series of values used to 
calculate [twelve-month] realized variance. For each such 
market disruption event, the value represented by N" in the 
standardized formula will be reduced by one, 

If a market disruption event occurs on the [fJ,Einal 
[s],S.ettlement [dlQate, the [t]Einal [slS_ettlement fv]Yalue for 
CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures will be 
determined in accordance with the Rules and By-Laws of The 
Options Clearing Corporation ("OCC), These Rules and By
Laws list actions that may be taken if a final settlement value 
is unavailable or the normal settlement procedures cannot be 
utilized. Such actions include, but are not limited to, 
postponing the [flEinal [s],S.ettlement [dlQate until thc first 
succeeding trading day in which a market disruption event has 
not occllt'red, It is intended that the value of the S&P 500 on 
the final day [in] of the [twelve-month] time period covered 
by the specific futures contract, which is used In the 
cakulationof [the twelve-month] realized variance for the 
specific CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures 
contract, will equal the corresponding final settlement price 
for expiring series of S&1) 500 options listed on the Chicago 
Board Options Exchange, Once the calculation period for 
[twelve-month] realized variance begins, the value represented 
b.y Ne will not change regardless of the nuniber of market 
disruption events that occur during the [tweIVe-l1101ith] tim~ 
period covered bv the specific futures contract even if the 
[fJ,Einal [s]~ettlement [dlQate is postponed, [If the final 
settlement date of the expiring futures contract is postponed, 
the calculation period for the next twelve~l110nth realized 
variance will be shortened by the number of market disruption 
events that occurred at the beginning of the period, Likewise, 
the value represented by N" will be reduced by the number of 
market disruption events that occurred at the beginning of the 
period. The first daily return of the sholicned period for the 
next twelve-month realized variance will be calculated lIsing 
the same procedure as described above (the initial value for 
the first daily return is the SOQ of the S&P 500 on the first 
day of the period and the final value for the first daily return is 
the closing value of the S&P 500 on the following trading 
day). For example, if the final settlement date for the previolls 
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twelve-moi1th realized variance is postponed to Tuesday, the 
initial value for the first daily return of thc next twelve-month 
realized variance would be calculated using the SOQ of the 
S&P 500 on Tuesday morning and the closing value of the 
S&P 500 on Wednesday.] 

As sOOn as practical under the circumstances, eFE shall 
endeavor to notify Trading Privilege Holders of the existence 
of a market disruption event. Failure to provide such notice 
will have no effect 011 the determination by eFE that a mat;ket 
disruption event has occurred. 

* * * * * 
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CHAPTER 23 
CBOE S&P 500 [TWELVE-MONTH} VARIANCE FUTURES 

CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS 

2301. Scope of Chapter 

This chapter applies to trading in CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures 
contracts. The procedures for trading, clearing, settlement, and any other matters not speci rically 
covered herein shall be governed by the generally appl icable rules of the Exchange. The CBOE 
S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract was first listed for trading 011 the Exchange 
on March 24, 2006. 

2302. Contract Specifications 

(n) Multiplier. The contract multiplier for theCBOE S&P 500 [Twelve
Month} Variance futures contract is $50.00 per variance point. For example, a 
contract size of oi1e CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract 
would be $31,675.00 if the price quotation of the CBOE ~&P 500 [Twelve
Month] Variance futures contract wcre 633.50 (633.50 x $50.00). 

(b) Schedule. The Exchange may list [for trading up to six] contract months 
for CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures that cmIespond to the 
listed contract months for options on the S&P 500 Composite Stock Price Index 
jist9.d and traded on CBOE. 

The final settlement date for a CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures 
contract shall be on the third Friday of the expiring futures contract month. If the 
third Friday of the expiring month is a CFE holiday, the Final Settlement Date for 
the expiring contract shall be the CFE business day immediately preceding the 
third Friday. 

The trading days for CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contracts 
shall be the same trading days of options on the S&P 500 Composite Stock Price 
Index, as those days are detennined by CBOE. 

The trading hours for the CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance f1,ltt)res 
contract [is] are from 8:30 a.m. Chicago time to 3: IS p.m. Chicago time. 

(c) MinimulJI Increments. The minimum 'fluctuation of the CBOE S&P 500 
[Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract is .50 of one variance point, which is 
equal to $25.00 per contract. 

(d) Position Limits. CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures are 
subject to position limits under Rule 412. 

A person may not own or control more than 5,000 contracts net long or net sholt 
in all CBOES&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contracts combined. 

For the purposes of this rule, the positions of all accounts directly or indireCtly 
owned or controlled by a person oj' persons, and the positions of all accounts of a 
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person or' persons acting pursuant to an expressed or iil1pIied agreement or 
understanding shall be cumulated. 

The foregoing position limits shall not apply to positions that are subject to a 
position lill1it exemptioil meeting the requirements of Commission Regulations 
and CFE Rules. 

(e) Termination of Trading. Trading 011 the CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve
Month] Variance futures contract terminates on the third Friday of the expiring 
futures contract month. When the last trading day is moved because of a CFE 
holiday, the last trading day for an expiring CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] 
Variance futures contract will be the day immediately preceding the last 
regulady-scheduled trading day. 

(f) Contracl Modifications. Specifications are fixed as of the first day of 
trading of a contract. unless otherwise provided for in all Exchange rule 
certification. If any U.S. government agency or body issues an order, ruling, 
directive or law that conflicts with the requirements of these rules, such order, 
ruling, directive or law shall be construed to take precedence and become part of 
these rules, and all open and new contracts shall be subject to such government 
'orders. 

(g) Execution Priorities. Pursuant to Rule 406(a)(i), the b,ase allocation 
method of [price-time] pro rata priority shall apply to trading in CBOE S&P 500 
[Twelve-Month] Variance futures contracts. Pursuant to Rule 406(b)(iii), a DPM 
trade pmticipation right priority shall overlay the [price-time J pro rata. priority 
base allocation metllod. 

(h) Crossing Two or More Original Orders. The eligible size for an original 
Order that may be entered for a cross trade with one or more original Orders 
pursuant to Rule 407 is one Contract. The request for quote response period 
undet Rule 407(a) for the request for quote required to be sent before the 
initiation of a cross trade under Rule 407 is five seconds. Following the request 
for quote response period, the Trading Privilege Holder or Authorized Trader, as 
applicable, must expose to the market for at least three seconds under Rule 
407(b) at least one ofthe original Orders thal it intends to cross. 

(i) Price Limits aM Circuil Breaker Halts. Pursuant to Rule 413, CBOE 
S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contracts are not subject to price 
limits. 

Trading in CBbE S&P 500 [Twelve-Mohth] Variance futures contracts shall be 
halted whenever a market-wide trading halt conimonly known as ,a circuit 
brea.ker is in effect on the New York Stock Exchange in response to 
extraordinary market conditions. 

m Exchange of Contract for Related Position. Exchange bf Contract for 
Related Position transactions, as set fOlth in Rule 414, may Inot] be entered into 
with respect to CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve"MMth] Variance futures contracts. 
Any Exchange of Contract for Relation Position transaction must satisfY the 
requirements of Rule 414. 
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(k) Block Trades. Pursuant to Rule 415(a)(i), the minimum Block Trade 
quantity for the CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract is 
100 contracts ifthere is only one leg involved in the trade. If the Block Trade is 
executed as a spread order, one leg must meet the minimum Block Trade quantity 
for the CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract and the other 
leges) must have a contract size that is reasonably related to the leg meeting the 
l\1inimum Block Trade quantity. 

(1) No-Bust Range. Pursuant to Rule 416, the CFE error trade policy may 
only be invoked for a trade price that is greater than 10% on either side of the 
market price of the applicable CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures 
contract. In accordance with Policy and Procedure III, the Help Desk will 
determine what the true market price for the relevant Contract was immediately 
before the potential error trade occurred. In making that determination, the Help 
Desk may consider all relevant factors, including the last trade price for such 
Contract, a better bid or offer price, a more recellt pi'ice in a differcnt contract 
month and the prices of related contracts trading on the Exchange or other 
markets. 

(m) Pre-e,recutiol1 DisclIssions. The Order Exposute Period under Policy and 
Procedure IV before an Order may be entered to take the other side of another 
Order with respect to vvhich thel'e has been pre-execution discussions is three 
seconds after the first Order was entered into the CBOE System. If no bid or 
offer price exist in the relevant CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance 
futures contract, the RFQ Response Period under Policy and Procedure IV that 
must elapsc following the request for quote that is required to be sent prior to the 
entry of the first Ordcr is five seconds. 

(n) Reportable Position. Pursuant to Commission Regulation § 15.03 and 
Commission Regulation Prui 17, the position level that is required to be repolied 
to the Commission is any open position in CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] 
Variance futures contracts at the close of trading on any trading day equal to 01' in 
excess of twenty-five contracts on either side of the market. 

(0) Threshold Widths. For purposes of Policy and Procedure I and Policy 
and Procedure II, the Threshold Widths for the CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] 
Variance futures contract are as follows: 

CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance Level 

J -100 
100 - 200 

200 -10000 

Threshold Width 

20 
50 
100 

The minimum size of bids and offers that establish a Threshold Width is one 
contract. 

(p) Daily Settlement Price. The daily settlement price for each S&P 500 
[Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract will be the average of the final bid and 
final offer for the S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract at the 
close of trading, subject to the following. If the average of the final bid and final 
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offer is not at a minimum increment for the S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance 
futures contract, the daily settlement price shall be the average of the final bid 
and final offer rounded up to the nearest minimum incrcment. If there is no bid 
or offer at the close of trading, the Exchange may in its sale discretion establish a 
daily settlement price that it deems to bea fair and reasonable reflection of the 
market. 

2303. Settlement 

Settlement of the CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract will 
rcs\t1t in the delivery of a cash settlement amount on the business day immediately 
following the settlement date. The cash settlement amount on the 11nal settlemcnt date 
shall be the final mark to market amount against the 11nal settlement price of the eBOE 
S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract multiplied by $50.00. The final 
settlement price of the eBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract will be 
rounded to the nearest $.0 J. 

Clearing Members holding open positions in eBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] 
Variance futures contracts at the termination of trading in that Contract shall make 
payment to or receive payment from the Clearing Corporation in accordance with normal 
variation and performance bond procedures based on the final settlement amount. 

If the settlement value is not available or the normal settlement procedure cannot 
be utilized due to a trading disruption or other unusual circumstance, the settlement value 
will be determined in accordance with the Rules and By-Laws of The Options Clearing 
Corporation. 

2304. DPM Provisions 

(a) DPM AppOintment. A Tradilig Privilege Holder will be appointed to act 
as a DPM for the eBOE S&P500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures contract 
pursuant to Rule 515. 

(b) DPM Participation Right, The DPM participation right percentage under 
Rule 406(b)(iii) for the CBOE S&P 500 [Twelve-Month] Variance futures 
contract is 30%. 

* * * * * 


